Imagine being an author writing with Morse code with your head. Every five seconds a letter or a command appears on the computer screen. Morse code is a slow process, but it is accurate for you. Then picture swaying your head back and forth all day, working twelve or fourteen hours each day. This is the life of Steven Salmon. Steven has severe Cerebral palsy and is unable to use his hands.

I started using Morse code about six years ago and it has changed my life,” Salmon says. Morse code enables Steven to edit his writing. He is able to use the Internet and Facebook. Morse code changed Steven’s life, making him a full-time writer.

After living with his mother for forty-seven years, Salmon’s mother dies after a brief illness, changing his life forever. “Losing my mother made me become a man,” Steven says. It was hard at first living with two roommates and having eight care attendants see to my personal needs. I had to make each decision big and small. Everything was on Steven from managing money to caring for himself. Salmon keeps moving forward with life.
It’s A New Life. Mom Is Gone shows Steven’s raw emotions, adjusting to his new life, but through the love of his family and friends he becomes independent. Despite the hard reality of being on his own Salmon doesn’t give up.

The book is available on Amazon. To learn more about Steven, please visit www.stevenbsalmon.com.